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wished him well he was regarded as going beyond his terms
of reference if he suggested that some of the statesmen
interested should get together and work out a joint plan.
Hitler was not yet ready to meet Daladier, Daladier was
offended at the suggestion that he should meet Hitler. In
September Eden and Davis and Daladier were again engaged
in exchange of views in Paris, only this time the talks were
not tripartite but in compartments, Franco-American, Anglo-
French, Anglo-American. Henderson was in Paris too, but
nothing had happened which made it worth while asking
him to join in the discussions. He was left to keep in touch
with the negotiations as best he could.
By October the general situation was critical. Nazi pressure
on Austria was increasing; it was known that Germany was
in fact rearming on a. substantial scale. France was diplo-
matically impregnable but Eden was able to make some
progress with the negotiations, for he was in a position to
indicate a more favourable reaction in Downing Street to
French ideas on security. Eden would not, however, go so
far as to allow "a preliminary examination of German arma-
ments before signing the Convention, or the application of
sanctions if a breach of the Convention was proved, both of
which provisos France was supposed to want, and which it
was rumoured at the time were hody debated; but on the
general questions of supervision and a. probationary period
Daladier found Eden amenable. Daladier for his part was
ready to admit a substantial arms reduction if after the pro-
bationary period the supervision had proved satisfactory and
to allow that the precise figures of that reduction should
actually appear in the terms of the Convention. The talks
were important too as indirectly helping to improve Franco-
Italian relations, -which ever since the Naval Treaty negotia-
tions of 1930 had been steadily deteriorating.
So by the time the League Assembly opened there was
general agreement between France, Italy, Great Britain and
the United States on how disarmament should be carried out.
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